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The symmetry energy and its density dependence are pivotal for many nuclear physics and as-
trophysics applications, as they determine properties ranging from the neutron-skin thickness of
nuclei to the crust thickness and the radius of neutron stars. Recently, PREX-II reported a value
of 0.283 ± 0.071 fm for the neutron-skin thickness of 208Pb, R

208Pb
skin , implying a symmetry-energy

slope parameter L of 106±37 MeV, larger than most ranges obtained from microscopic calculations
and other nuclear experiments. We use a nonparametric equation of state representation based on
Gaussian processes to constrain the symmetry energy S0, L, and R

208Pb
skin directly from observations

of neutron stars with minimal modeling assumptions. The resulting astrophysical constraints from
heavy pulsar masses, LIGO/Virgo, and NICER favor smaller values of the neutron skin and L, as
well as negative symmetry incompressibilities. Combining astrophysical data with chiral effective
field theory (χEFT) and PREX-II constraints yields S0 = 33.0+2.0

−1.8 MeV, L = 53+14
−15 MeV, and

R
208Pb
skin = 0.17+0.04

−0.04 fm. We also examine the consistency of several individual χEFT calculations
with astrophysical observations and terrestrial experiments. We find that there is only mild tension
between χEFT, astrophysical data, and PREX-II’s R

208Pb
skin measurement (p-value = 12.3%) and that

there is excellent agreement between χEFT, astrophysical data, and other nuclear experiments.

I. INTRODUCTION12

Knowledge of the nuclear symmetry energy is vital13

for describing systems with neutron-proton asymmetry,14

ranging from atomic nuclei to neutron stars [1–3]. The15

symmetry energy is defined as the difference between16

the nuclear energy per particle in pure neutron matter17

(PNM) and symmetric nuclear matter (SNM),18

S(n) =
EPNM

A
(n)− ESNM

A
(n) . (1)

Pure neutron matter consists only of neutrons and re-
sembles neutron-star matter closely, while SNM consists
of equal parts of protons and neutrons and can be probed
through the bulk energy of atomic nuclei. The value of
S0 = S(n0), typically defined at nuclear saturation den-
sity n0 ≈ 0.16 fm−3, and the density dependence of S(n),
described by its slope parameter L and curvature Ksym,

L = 3n
∂S(n)

∂n

∣∣∣∣
n0

, (2)

Ksym(n) = 9n2
∂2S(n)

∂n2

∣∣∣∣
n0

, (3)
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can be correlated to several observables in nuclear physics19

and astrophysics, e.g., to the neutron-skin thickness of20

nuclei (Rskin [4–7]), their electric dipole polarizability21

(αD [8–11]), the radius (R) of neutron stars (NSs) [12,22

13], and properties of the NS crust [14]. This is be-23

cause L is related to the pressure of PNM at n0, where24

d(ESNM/A)/dn = 0. Typical values for S0 and L from25

nuclear experiments [1, 2, 8, 11, 15] and theory [3, 16–20]26

are 30–35 MeV and 30–70 MeV, respectively.27

In particular, the neutron-skin thickness of 208Pb,28

R
208Pb
skin , is strongly correlated with L [4–7]. Recently,29

the PREX collaboration determined R
208Pb
skin by measur-30

ing the parity-violating asymmetry (APV) in the elastic31

scattering of polarized electrons off 208Pb. Using data32

from two experimental runs, PREX-I and PREX-II, the33

PREX collaboration reported R
208Pb
skin = 0.283± 0.071 fm34

(mean± standard deviation) [21]. Using a correlation be-35

tween R
208Pb
skin and L, Ref. [22] inferred L = 106± 37 MeV36

from this measurement. Note that Ref. [23] has found37

lower values of R
208Pb
skin and L when folding in information38

from other nuclear observables.39

In recent work [24], we examined astrophysical con-40

straints on the symmetry energy, its density depen-41

dence, andR
208Pb
skin using a nonparametric inference frame-42

work for the equation of state (EOS) [25, 26]. This43

framework is based on Gaussian Processes (GPs) that44

simultaneously represent the uncertainty in the (in-45

finitely many) functional degrees of freedom of the46

sound speed in β-equilibrium as a function of pres-47
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sure. This approach avoids the modeling assumptions im-48

plicit in parametrized EOS representations—e.g., speed-49

of-sound [27–29], polytropic [17, 30], or spectral [31, 32]50

extension schemes—which attempt to capture the vari-51

ability in the EOS in terms of a number of parameters.52

Hence, our extraction of the symmetry energy and the53

neutron-skin thickness allows for increased model free-54

dom relative to astrophysical inferences using explicit55

parameterizations of the EOS (e.g., Refs. [33–36]). In-56

deed, our approach reduces systematic uncertainties from57

a priori modeling assumptions, which can otherwise be58

difficult to quantify, and provides constraints obtained59

directly from the astrophysical data.60

In this paper, we provide a more detailed description61

of our method and present additional new results for62

symmetry-energy parameters, the neutron-skin thickness63

and NS properties. In Ref. [24], we marginalized over64

four nuclear-theory calculations of the EOS from chiral65

effective field theory (χEFT). Here, we examine the re-66

sults for the individual calculations and discuss what we67

can learn about nuclear interactions from comparisons68

with astrophysical data. In general, we find no signifi-69

cant tension between the PREX-II data and astrophys-70

ical observations, primarily because L is less strongly71

correlated with NS observables than has typically been72

claimed [1, 12]. Given current measurement uncertain-73

ties, there is only mild tension between PREX-II and74

the χEFT predictions, while the latter agree very well75

with measurements of the dipole polarizability of 208Pb76

(α
208Pb
D ) [8, 10, 11]. Finally, we show that allowing for a77

nonparametric high-density extension of the EOS leads78

to a significantly weaker correlation of the L parameter79

with NS radii, which must be taken into account when80

discussing the impact of a precise R
208Pb
skin measurement81

on NS radii.82

This paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II, we in-83

troduce the nonparametric EOS inference scheme. In84

Sec. III, we explain how we extract the nuclear parame-85

ters from the nonparametric EOS realizations. We then86

present the results of the inference of microscopic and87

macroscopic dense-matter properties in Sec. IV. In par-88

ticular, we address the consistency of various χEFT pre-89

dictions with astrophysical observations and experimen-90

tal R
208Pb
skin and α

208Pb
D measurements. In Sec. V, we dis-91

cuss possible future areas of improvement and their ex-92

pected impact before concluding in Sec. VI.93

II. METHODOLOGY94

We briefly review our GP-based nonparametric EOS95

inference scheme in Sec. IIA before summarizing the as-96

trophysical data used in our inference in Sec. II B. Sec-97

tion IIC describes the χEFT calculations employed in98

this work, against which we contrast the constraints ob-99

tained without nuclear-theory input at low densities.100

A. Nonparametric EOS Inference101

To extract dense matter information from astrophysi-102

cal observations of NSs, we need a model for the NS EOS,103

i.e., the relation between energy density and pressure in104

the stellar interior. In this work, we use the nonparamet-105

ric representation of the EOS introduced in Refs. [25, 26]106

based on GPs that model the uncertainty in the cor-107

relations between the sound speed in β-equilibrium at108

different pressures. By construction, the GPs generate109

EOS realizations that are causal, thermodynamically sta-110

ble, and matched to a NS crust model (BPS [37]) at111

very low densities, n < 0.3n0. Although GPs can be112

constructed to closely emulate the behavior of specific113

theoretical models, we instead construct GPs that ex-114

plore as much functional behavior as possible (see the115

discussion of model-informed vs. model-agnostic priors116

in Refs. [25, 26]). That is, our GPs are not strongly in-117

formed by a specific description of the microphysics; they118

are designed to be theory-agnostic.119

Our GPs are conditioned on a training set of tabu-120

lated EOSs from the literature. In particular, we follow121

Ref. [26] and construct priors from mixture models of122

GPs separately conditioned on hadronic, hyperonic and123

quark EOSs. We condition 50 GPs with agnostic hy-124

perparameters for each composition, and then marginal-125

ize over the compositions to obtain our final prior; see126

Ref. [26] for more details. In this way, our prior emulates127

the functional behavior of established EOSs on average.128

However, each process’s uncertainties are very large, so129

that the EOS realizations we generate span a much wider130

range of behavior than the training set. This includes131

EOSs that are much stiffer or much softer than EOSs132

from the literature, as well as many that exhibit sharp133

features reminiscent of strong phase transitions that can134

give rise to multiple stable branches in the mass-radius135

relation. By sampling many EOS realizations from the136

GPs, one obtains a discrete prior process over the EOS.137

We typically draw 104–106 EOS realizations for each138

prior we consider.139

Given this large set of EOS realizations, our analysis140

proceeds through a Monte-Carlo implementation of a hi-141

erarchical Bayesian inference. Every EOS from the prior142

is assigned a marginal likelihood from each astrophysical143

observation. In turn, the likelihood for each observa-144

tion is modeled as an optimized kernel density estimate145

(KDE), and we directly marginalize over nuisance pa-146

rameters (e.g., the masses M) with respect to a fixed147

prior (see Ref. [38] for more details). This results in a148

representation of the posterior EOS process as a set of149

discrete samples with weights equal to the product of150

the marginal likelihoods. The posterior probability for151

an EOS realization εβ is then152

P (εβ |{d}) ∝ P (εβ)
∏
i

P (di|εβ) , (4)

where {d} = {d1, d2, . . . } is the set of observations,153

P (di|εβ) are the corresponding marginal likelihoods, and154
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P (εβ) is the EOS realization’s prior probability.155

B. Astrophysical Data156

The nonparametric inference scheme can incorporate157

different types of astrophysical observations [38], includ-158

ing the existence of massive pulsars [39, 40], simultaneous159

M -Λ measurements from compact binary mergers with160

gravitational waves (GWs) [41, 42] observed by the Ad-161

vanced LIGO [43] and Virgo [44] interferometers, and si-162

multaneous M -R measurements from X-ray pulse-profile163

modeling of Neutron Star Interior Composition Explorer164

(NICER) [45, 46] observations. We use these astrophys-165

ical observations to constrain the GPs described in the166

previous section.167

For the masses of the two heaviest known NSs, mea-168

sured via pulsar timing, we model the likelihoods P (d|m)169

as Gaussian distributions. For PSR J0740+6620 [40, 47]170

(respectively, PSR J0348+0432 [39]) the mean and stan-171

dard deviation are 2.08±0.07M� (2.01±0.04M�). The172

likelihood of an EOS realization εβ , given this observa-173

tion, is174

P (d|εβ) ∝
∫
P (d|M)P (M |εβ)dM . (5)

We take the mass prior P (M |εβ) to be flat up to the175

maximum mass supported by the EOS realization, and176

take care to include the proper normalization. This en-177

sures that EOSs that predict a maximum mass far below178

the pulsar mass are assigned zero likelihood, while among179

EOSs that support greater masses the models that least180

overestimate the maximum mass relative to the observa-181

tion are favored (see Appendix of [38] and discussion in182

Ref. [48]). In practical terms, this is because the non-183

observation of pulsars with masses significantly above184

2.1M� is informative in itself.185

For M -Λ measurements from GW170817 [41, 42], we
model the likelihood P (d|M1,M2,Λ1,Λ2) with an opti-
mized Gaussian KDE as explained in Ref. [26]. The cor-
responding likelihood of an EOS realization εβ given this
observation is

P (d|εβ) ∝
∫ [

P (d|M1,M2,Λ1,Λ2)P (M1,M2)

× δ(Λ1 − Λ(M1))δ(Λ2 − Λ(M2))
]
dM1dM2 . (6)

The mass prior is taken to be uniform. We do not trun-186

cate it at the maximum mass supported by the EOS be-187

cause we do not exclude a priori the possibility that188

one of the components of the binary was a BH. Our189

analysis does not incorporate the binary NS observation190

GW190425, as it was not loud enough to yield a measur-191

able matter signature and hence inform inference of the192

EOS. Furthermore, we do not include light-curve mod-193

els of electromagnetic counterparts associated with GW194

events because of the systematic uncertainties involved195

in interpreting the kilonova physics and its connection to196

the EOS (see, e.g., discussions in Refs. [49–56]).197

Finally, we consider X-ray pulse-profile measurements198

of PSR J0030+0451’s mass and radius assuming a three-199

hotspot configuration [45] (see also Ref. [46], which yields200

comparable results [38]). The likelihood P (d|M,R) for201

this observation is also modeled with an optimized Gaus-202

sian KDE [26]. Weighing an EOS realization εβ by this203

likelihood, we obtain204

P (d|εβ) ∝
∫
P (d|M,R)P (M |εβ)dM . (7)

The mass prior should, in principle, extend only up to205

the maximum mass for a given EOS realization because,206

like for the pulsar mass measurements, we know that207

PSR J0030+0451 is a NS. However, for convenience we208

instead assume a NS population model that truncates the209

mass prior for X-ray sources well below the maximum NS210

mass. As discussed in Ref. [38], these two prescriptions211

are effectively equivalent in the case of PSR J0030+0451212

because its mass is clearly smaller than the maximum213

mass of any viable EOS.214

Nonetheless, we would need to truncate P (M |εβ) at215

Mmax if we were to include the recent NICER+XMM216

Newton observations of J0740+6620 [56–58]. We do not217

consider this measurement in the present work because218

the NICER results for J0740+6620 were published af-219

ter Ref. [24] and the properties of this high-mass NS do220

not influence significantly the EOS inference at n0 (see221

also Refs. [59, 60]), especially within our nonparamet-222

ric framework (see, e.g., Fig. 12). However, the updated223

mass measurement for J0740+6620 reported in Ref. [47]224

is incorporated as one of the two pulsar mass observations225

described above.226

C. Chiral EFT Calculations227

The nonparametric EOS prior based on a crust EOS228

with GP extensions to higher densities can also be condi-229

tioned on theoretical calculations of the EOS for densities230

above the crust and up to around 1− 2n0, where nuclear231

theory calculations are well controlled. At higher den-232

sities, our EOS framework still uses the model indepen-233

dence of the GP construction [61]. Following our previous234

work [24], we separately condition the EOS on the un-235

certainty band obtained from four different calculations236

based on χEFT interactions and marginalize over all four237

bands.238

First, we consider quantum Monte Carlo calculations239

(QMC) using local χEFT interactions up to next-to-240

next-to-leading order (N2LO) [62]. These results, labeled241

QMC
(2016)
N2LO , are based on a nonperturbative many-body242

method that is proven to be accurate for strongly cor-243

related systems, but are presently limited to N2LO due244

to nonlocalities entering at higher order in χEFT. As a245

result, the QMC
(2016)
N2LO band has somewhat larger uncer-246

tainties. In addition, we consider two calculations based247
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on many-body perturbation theory (MBPT) [16, 63] us-248

ing nonlocal χEFT interactions up to next-to-next-to-249

next-to-leading order (N3LO). Both calculations include250

all two-, three-, and four-neutron interactions up to251

this order. The results from Ref. [63], which we label252

MBPT(2019)
N3LO , include contributions up to higher order253

in MBPT as well as EFT truncation uncertainties (for254

two cutoffs: 450 and 500MeV), while the results from255

Ref. [16], labeled MBPT(2013)
N3LO , are lower order in MBPT256

but include other uncertainties in two- and three-nucleon257

interactions as well. Therefore, we find it useful to ex-258

plore both EOS bands here. We note that the com-259

bined 450 and 500MeV N3LO bands from Ref. [63] over-260

lap very closely with the recent GP uncertainty bands261

(GP-B) from Ref. [20], labeled MBPT
(2020GP)
N3LO in the fol-262

lowing (see also Ref. [3]). Finally, we also consider263

the MBPT calculations with two-nucleon interactions at264

N3LO and three-nucleon interactions at N2LO, labeled265

MBPT(2010)
mixed , based on a broader range of three-nucleon266

couplings [17, 64]. Exploring these four bands allows us267

to account for different nuclear interactions and many-268

body approaches, increasing the robustness of our results.269

III. EXTRACTION OF NUCLEAR270

PARAMETERS FROM NONPARAMETRIC EOS271

REALIZATIONS272

The nuclear EOS can be described by the nucleonic273

energy per particle, Enuc/A(n, x), which depends on the274

density n and the proton fraction x = np/n with np be-275

ing the proton density. The symmetry energy S(n) is276

encoded in the x dependence of Enuc/A(n, x). In our277

approach, we approximate the x dependence of the nu-278

cleonic energy per particle with the standard quadratic279

expansion,280

Enuc

A
(n, x) =

ESNM

A
+ S(n)(1− 2x)2 , (8)

where higher-order terms beyond O(x2) are expected
to be small around n0, and can be safely neglected
given current EOS uncertainties [65, 66]. For example,
Ref. [67] suggested systematic shifts of O(3 MeV) in L
when higher-order terms are included in Eq. (8) (com-
pare L and L̃ in Table V), but these are much smaller
than the statistical uncertainty in all our priors (Table I).
S(n) can be computed as

S(n) =
Enuc

A
(n, 0)− Enuc

A
(n, 1/2)

=
EPNM

A
− ESNM

A
. (9)

In our nonparametric EOS inference, each EOS realiza-
tion is represented in terms of the baryon density n, the
energy density εβ , and the pressure pβ in β-equilibrium.
These quantities are related to the energy per particle
E/A through

ε = n ·
(
E

A
+mN

)
, (10)

p = n2
∂E/A

∂n
, (11)

where mN is the average nucleon mass and we use units281

with ~ = c = 1. We need to correct the total energy282

density in β-equilibrium for the contribution of electrons:283

284

Enuc

A
(n, x) =

εβ(n)− εe(n, x)

n
−mN . (12)

In this work, we describe the electron contribution using
the relations for a relativistic Fermi gas [68]:

εe(ne) =
m4

e

8π2

(
xr(2x

2
r + 1)

√
x2r + 1

− ln
(
xr +

√
x2r + 1

))
. (13)

where ne is the electron density, and xr = kF /me =285

(3π2ne)
1/3/me with the electron mass me = 0.511MeV.286

We neglect the contribution from muons because their287

effect on the EOS around nuclear saturation density is288

small. Then, due to charge neutrality, the electron den-289

sity in β-equilibrium equals the proton density, ne =290

x(n) · n.291

The proton fraction x(n) is unknown for each EOS292

draw but it can be constrained by enforcing the β-293

equilibrium condition,294

µn(n, x) = µp(n, x) + µe(n, x) , (14)

where µi(n, x) is the chemical potential for particle295

species i. The electron chemical potential is given by296

297

µe(ne) =
√

(3π2ne)2/3 +m2
e , (15)

and the neutron and proton chemical potentials µn and298

µp in asymmetric nuclear matter are given by299

µp(n, x) =
dεnuc
dnp

= n
∂ (Enuc/A)

∂n
+
∂ (Enuc/A)

∂x
(1− x) +

Enuc

A
+mp , (16)

µn(n, x) =
dεnuc
dnn

= n
∂ (Enuc/A)

∂n
− ∂ (Enuc/A)

∂x
x+

Enuc

A
+mn , (17)
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with the neutron and proton masses mn and mp, respec-300

tively. Hence, the β-equilibrium condition is given by301

302

mn −mp −
∂ (Enuc/A)

∂x
− µe(n, x) = 0 . (18)

From Eqs. (8) and (9), the derivative of the nucleonic303

energy per particle with respect to x is given by304

∂ (Enuc/A)

∂x
= −4

(
EPNM

A
− ESNM

A

)
(1− 2x) . (19)

For the energy per particle of SNM, we can employ the305

standard Taylor expansion about n0,306

ESNM

A
(n) = E0 +

1

2
K0

(
n− n0

3n0

)2

+ · · · , (20)

where n0, the saturation energy E0, and the incom-
pressibility K0 are constrained empirically. Higher-order
terms beyond K0 can be neglected because we determine
the symmetry energy only around n0. See the Supple-
mental Material in Ref. [24] for a quantification of the ef-
fect of higher-order terms in n and the presence of muons
near saturation density. For the parameters n0, E0, and
K0, we use the ranges from Ref. [3] (means ± standard
deviations of Gaussian distributions):

n0 = 0.164± 0.007 fm−3 ,
E0 = −15.86± 0.57MeV , (21)
K0 = 215± 40MeV .

Putting all of this together, β-equilibrium must satisfy

1− 2xβ
4

(
mp −mn + µe(n, xβ)

)
=(

εβ − εe(n, xβ)

n
−mN −

ESNM

A
(n)

)
. (22)

We self-consistently reconstruct the proton fraction for307

each EOS realization by solving Eq. (22) for xβ as a func-308

tion of n around n0. For this, we draw the parameters E0,309

K0, and n0 from their empirical distributions in Eq. (21)310

separately for each EOS, thereby marginalizing over their311

uncertainty within our Monte-Carlo sums over EOS real-312

izations. We then calculate the PNM energy per particle313

EPNM/A(n), the symmetry energy S0, its derivative L,314

and its curvature Ksym as a function of baryon density n315

in the vicinity of n0 and report their values at the refer-316

ence density, nref0 = 0.16 fm−3. In the following we use n0317

to denote this reference density, but note again that the318

uncertainty in the empirical saturation point, Eq. (21),319

is included when extracting S0, L, and Ksym from EOS320

samples.321

With the mapping between the EOS and the parame-
ters EPNM/A, S0, L, and Ksym established, we calculate
a posterior distribution

P (EPNM/A, S0, L,Ksym|{d}) =∫
Dεβ P (εβ |{d})P (EPNM/A, S0, L,Ksym|εβ) (23)
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m
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R
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Figure 1. Uncertainty relation between R
208Pb
skin and L

modeled on the 31 models from Ref. [7] (red circles) com-
pared with 47 models from Ref. [5] (blue squares). (left) We
model the theoretical uncertainty with a conditional prob-
ability P (R

208Pb
skin |L) using a normal distribution with mean

given by Eq. (24). Shaded bands correspond to 1, 2, and 3-σ
uncertainties for R

208Pb
skin at each L. (bottom right) Predicted

cumulative distribution of residuals and empirical distribution
based on the fit to Ref. [7], showing good quantitative agree-
ment between our model and the scatter between the theoret-
ical calculations. We note that the models from Ref. [5] are
systematically shifted compared to Ref. [7], but they are well
represented by our uncertainty model.

over the nuclear physics properties by conditioning on the322

astrophysical observations and marginalizing over many323

EOS realizations.324

To extract the neutron-skin thickness of 208Pb, we use325

an empirical fit between R
208Pb
skin and L based on the data326

in Ref. [7]:327

R
208Pb
skin [fm] = 0.0724 + 0.0019× (L [MeV]). (24)

This fit is calculated from a range of nonrelativistic328

Skyrme and relativistic energy-density functionals. To329

model the uncertainty in this empirical relation, we fit330

the distribution of (R
208Pb
skin , L) from Ref. [7] to a Gaus-331

sian with a mean given by Eq. (24), obtaining a standard332

deviation of 0.0143 fm. This uncertainty model and the333

residuals of the fit are shown in Fig. 1. We also compare334

this fit with the density functionals used in Ref. [5]. Our335

fit provides a good representation of the spread between336

all these models.337

Similarly, to connect our results to the electric dipole338

polarizability of 208Pb, α
208Pb
D , we use an empirical fit339
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Figure 2. Analogous to Fig. 1, but showing the conditional
uncertainty for P (α

208Pb
D S0|L), modeled as a Gaussian with

mean given by Eq. (25), based on Ref. [10]. Shaded bands rep-
resent 1, 2, and 3-σ uncertainty within our model. We again
obtain good quantitative agreement between our uncertainty
model and the observed scatter of the theoretical models.

between α
208Pb
D · S0 and L based on Ref. [10], finding340

α
208Pb
D · S0 [fm3MeV] = 493.5 + 3.08× (L [MeV]) . (25)

We again model the conditional distribution341

P (α
208Pb
D S0|L) as a Gaussian with mean given by342

Eq. (25) and a standard deviation of 27.6 fm3MeV. This343

uncertainty model is shown in Fig. 2.344

IV. RESULTS345

We first summarize our conclusions about R
208Pb
skin in346

Sec. IVA before comparing constraints on broader sets347

of nuclear properties near n0 in Sec. IVB. Section IVC348

summarizes what we can learn about NS properties from349

current experimental constraints and possible future im-350

provements.351

A. Symmetry-Energy Parameters and352

Neutron-Skin Thickness in Lead353

We begin by discussing our findings for S0, L, Ksym,354

and R
208Pb
skin , shown in Fig. 3. We plot the nonparamet-355

ric prior, the posterior constrained only by astrophysi-356

cal data, and the posterior additionally constrained by357

χEFT calculations up to n ≈ n0. Our GPs are condi-358

tioned on χEFT up to a maximum pressure, pmax. To359

translate this into a density, we report the median den-360

sity at pmax a priori ; the exact density at pmax varies due361

to uncertainty in the EOS from χEFT. In addition to the362

constraints obtained by marginalizing over the four sep-363

arate χEFT calculations, we also show the posteriors for364

each individual χEFT calculation. Finally, we also com-365

pare our results with the recent constraints on R
208Pb
skin366

and L from the PREX-II experiment [21], where we have367

translated from R
208Pb
skin to L using our model of the the-368

oretical uncertainty in the correlation between these two369

quantities. Prior and posterior credible regions are also370

provided in Table I.371

The priors and Astro-only posteriors for the nonpara-372

metric inference are very broad, and we find large ranges373

for S0, L, Ksym, and R
208Pb
skin (see Table I). The astro-374

physical data slightly informs our uncertainty in S0 and375

L, shifting the median values of their distributions, but376

the 90% confidence intervals are less impacted. The as-377

trophysical data does not strongly constrain Ksym, but378

suggests that it is negative. Taken together, this high-379

lights the fact that astrophysical information alone is not380

sufficient to pin down properties of the EOS around nu-381

clear saturation density.382

When we additionally constrain the nonparametric383

EOSs using the four χEFT calculations, we obtain much384

narrower posteriors. It is noteworthy that the χEFT pos-385

teriors fall near the maximum of the Astro-only nonpara-386

metric posterior. We stress that this need not have been387

the case, because the nonparametric Astro-only posterior388

does not know anything about χEFT. While the four in-389

dividual calculations result in slightly different values for390

L and, hence, R
208Pb
skin , overall all four χEFT calculations391

are very consistent.392

When we compare our findings with the recent PREX-393

II results, we find that the nonparametric Astro-only394

posterior prefers lower values for L and R
208Pb
skin , in good395

agreement with the result that includes χEFT. Both396

posteriors peak at similar values of L, on the order397

of 50–60 MeV, and of R
208Pb
skin , on the order of 0.15–398

0.20 fm. However, uncertainties are large and nonpara-399

metric Astro-only results remain compatible with both400

the χEFT prediction and the PREX-II results. Nonethe-401

less, when we additionally condition on χEFT calcula-402

tions, we find that the PREX-II result for R
208Pb
skin and403

the associated range for L (69–143 MeV at 1σ [22]), are404

only in mild tension with the χEFT predictions.405

Finally, we compare our findings for S0 and L with406

other constraints in the upper-right panel of Fig. 3. Our407

χEFT+Astro posterior is very consistent with the over-408

lap region from various experimental constraints from409

Lattimer and Prakash [69] and lies fully witin the bounds410

of the unitary gas conjecture [70]. While the extraction411

of S0 and L from PREX-II by Reed et al. [22] leads to412

significantly larger central values, it also has large 90%413

credible regions, which overlap with our χEFT+Astro414

posterior. In addition, we show here the correlation ob-415

tained from the experimental value of the dipole polar-416
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Figure 3. Correlations between S0, L, Ksym, and R
208Pb
skin within our nonparametric prior (unshaded yellow) and Astro-

only posterior (shaded green) as well as the χEFT-marginalized (shaded blue), QMC
(2016)

N2LO
, MBPT

(2010)
mixed , MBPT

(2013)

N3LO
, and

MBPT
(2019)

N3LO
Astro-only posteriors (unshaded greys, ordered from lighter to darker with increasing L, see Table I). Joint distri-

butions show 90% credible regions, and the horizontal bands (pink) represent PREX-II 90% credible regions, with dashed lines
the corresponding 68% (1-σ) regions. The expanded (S0, L) panel (upper right) compares our nonparametric prior, Astro-only
posterior, and χEFT+Astro posterior to other constraints: (white region) Lattimer and Prakash [69] (overlap region of various
nuclear experimental constraints), the unitary-gas (UG) bound from Ref. [70], and the values reported by Reed et al. [22] based
on the PREX-II results. In addition, we show the correlation obtained from the experimental α

208Pb
D [8] using Eq. (25).

izability α
208Pb
D [8] with our uncertainty model Eq. (25)417

assuming uninformative priors for S0 and L. This over-418

laps nicely with all extractions.419

B. Compatibility of Astrophysical, Experimental,420

and Theoretical Results for Nuclear Properties421

In Fig. 4, we show the evolution of our constraints on L,422

R
208Pb
skin , and α

208Pb
D as a function of the maximum density423
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EPNM
A

(n0) [MeV] S0 [MeV] L [MeV] Ksym [MeV] R
208Pb
skin [fm] α

208Pb
D [fm3]

Nonparametric

Prior 17.5+14.6
−7.7 33.3+14.7

−8.2 38+109
−41 −255+853

−566 0.14+0.19
−0.09 18.9+4.1

−4.7

Astro Posterior 19.3+11.7
−8.5 35.1+11.6

−8.9 58+61
−56 −240+559

−503 0.19+0.12
−0.11 19.0+3.8

−3.9

Astro+PREX-II Post. 21.5+10.8
−8.3 37.3+11.8

−7.5 80+51
−46 −223+608

−565 0.23+0.10
−0.10 19.6+3.9

−4.4

Astro+α
208Pb
D Post. 18.4+7.4

−7.8 34.2+7.4
−7.9 61+49

−57 −172+483
−388 0.19+0.10

−0.12 19.8+2.0
−2.0

χEFT-marginalized

Prior 16.7+1.5
−1.3 32.5+1.9

−1.8 47+15
−15 −119+129

−133 0.16+0.04
−0.04 19.6+1.7

−2.0

Astro Posterior 16.9+1.5
−1.4 32.7+1.9

−1.8 49+14
−15 −107+124

−128 0.17+0.04
−0.04 19.6+1.9

−1.7

Astro+PREX-II Post. 17.1+1.5
−1.5 33.0+2.0

−1.8 53+14
−15 −91+118

−130 0.17+0.04
−0.04 19.8+1.7

−1.9

Astro+α
208Pb
D Post. 16.9+1.5

−1.4 32.7+1.9
−1.8 51+13

−14 −98+117
−124 0.17+0.04

−0.03 19.8+1.5
−1.9

QMC
(2016)

N2LO
[62]

Original Work [14.2, 18.8] [28.6, 36.2] [23.8, 58.2] - - -

Prior 16.4+1.0
−0.9 32.2+1.5

−1.5 39+11
−100 −179+111

−112 0.15+0.03
−0.03 19.1+1.7

−1.7

Astro Posterior 16.5+1.1
−0.9 32.4+1.5

−1.5 41+11
−11 −165+114

−112 0.15+0.03
−0.03 19.2+1.6

−1.9

Astro+PREX-II Post. 16.7+1.1
−1.0 32.5+1.7

−1.4 44+12
−12 −151+124

−108 0.16+0.03
−0.03 19.3+1.6

−1.9

Astro+α
208Pb
D Post. 16.5+1.1

−0.9 32.2+1.5
−1.5 43+11

−10 −153+111
−107 0.16+0.03

−0.03 19.4+1.5
−1.8

MBPT
(2010)
mixed [17, 64]

Original Work [14.3, 18.4] [29.7, 33.2] [32.5, 57.0] - [0.14, 0.20] -

Prior 16.6+1.2
−1.2 32.4+1.7

−1.6 43+11
−11 −149+104

−100 0.16+0.03
−0.03 19.3+1.7

−1.7

Astro Posterior 16.7+1.3
−1.2 32.6+1.7

−1.7 44+12
−11 −145+101

−103 0.16+0.03
−0.03 19.3+1.7

−1.7

Astro+PREX-II Post. 16.9+1.3
−1.3 32.8+1.8

−1.7 47+12
−12 −138+100

−102 0.16+0.03
−0.04 19.4+1.6

−1.8

Astro+α
208Pb
D Post. 16.7+1.3

−1.3 32.5+1.7
−1.7 46+12

−11 −138+97
−101 0.16+0.03

−0.03 19.5+1.5
−1.8

MBPT
(2013)

N3LO
[16]

Original Work [13.4, 20.1] [28.9, 34.9] [43.0, 66.6] - - -

Prior 16.9+1.9
−1.9 32.8+2.2

−2.2 52+13
−13 −86+94

−103 0.17+0.04
−0.03 19.9+1.6

−1.8

Astro Posterior 17.1+1.8
−1.9 32.9+2.2

−2.1 53+13
−12 −86+96

−101 0.18+0.03
−0.04 19.9+1.6

−1.8

Astro+PREX-II Post. 17.4+1.9
−1.9 33.2+2.2

−2.2 55+13
−12 −80+99

−93 0.18+0.03
−0.03 19.9+1.6

−1.8

Astro+α
208Pb
D Post. 17.1+1.8

−1.9 32.9+2.1
−2.0 54+13

−12 −84+102
−92 0.18+0.03

−0.04 19.9+1.5
−1.8

MBPT
(2019)

N3LO
[63]

Original Work [15.3, 18.7] - - - - -

Prior 17.0+1.4
−1.4 32.8+1.8

−1.8 53+12
−12 −63+117

−113 0.18+0.03
−0.03 20.0+1.6

−1.9

Astro Posterior 17.1+1.3
−1.2 32.9+1.8

−1.7 54+11
−11 −63+114

−117 0.18+0.03
−0.03 20.0+1.6

−1.9

Astro+PREX-II Post. 17.2+1.3
−1.3 33.1+1.7

−1.8 56+11
−12 −53+115

−116 0.18+0.03
−0.03 20.1+1.5

−2.0

Astro+α
208Pb
D Post. 17.1+1.3

−1.3 32.9+1.7
−1.6 54+11

−11 −61+111
−114 0.18+0.03

−0.03 20.0+1.5
−1.8

Prior 16.9+1.2
−1.2 32.8+1.7

−1.7 53+10
−10 −87+99

−101 0.17+0.03
−0.03 20.0+1.5

−1.9

MBPT
(2020GP)

N3LO
Astro Posterior 17.0+1.3

−1.1 32.8+1.7
−1.5 53+9

−10 −86+95
−104 0.18+0.03

−0.03 20.0+1.5
−1.9

[71, 72] Astro+PREX-II Post. 17.1+1.2
−1.1 32.9+1.7

−1.6 54+10
−9 −81+98

−97 0.18+0.03
−0.03 20.0+1.5

−1.9

Astro+α
208Pb
D Post. 17.0+1.3

−1.1 32.8+1.7
−1.4 53+10

−9 −85+93
−103 0.18+0.03

−0.03 20.0+1.4
−1.9

Table I. Medians and 90% highest-probability-density credible regions for selected nuclear properties. All χEFT results trust
the theoretical prediction up to pmax/c

2 = 4.3×1012 g/cm3, corresponding to n(pmax) ∼ n0. χEFT-marginalized results combine
results from QMC

(2016)

N2LO
[62], MBPT

(2010)
mixed [17, 64], MBPT

(2013)

N3LO
[16], and MBPT

(2019)

N3LO
[63] with equal weight a priori. We also

tabulate results from each of these 4 χEFT predictions separately. In addition, we provide results from MBPT
(2020GP)

N3LO
[71, 72]

for comparison with MBPT
(2019)

N3LO
, both of which use the same microscopic calculations. Where possible, we also provide bounds

quoted for the original studies, given by envelopes containing all models considered within the original studies. As such, they
do not have an immediate statistical interpretation and are wider than our 90% credible regions.

up to which we condition our prior on χEFT. In addi-424

tion to the posterior conditioned only on astrophysical425

data, we show results for three cases that are addition-426

ally conditioned on either the PREX-II R
208Pb
skin data [21],427

the α
208Pb
D data from Ref. [8], or both.428

If we do not condition the prior on χEFT (left-most429

violins, where we match directly to the crust at 0.3n0),430

the Astro-only posterior retains large uncertainties for431

all three quantities. As stated before, astrophysical data432
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Figure 4. Priors (grey, unshaded), Astro-only posteri-
ors (left side of violins, green unshaded), Astro+PREX-II
posteriors (right side of violins, red shaded), Astro+α

208Pb
D

posteriors (right side of violins, blue shaded+hatched), and
Astro+PREX-II+α

208Pb
D posteriors (left side of violins, grey

shaded+dots) for χEFT-marginalized results as a function of
the maximum pressure up to which we trust χEFT. The
left-most curves (median n ∼ 0.3n0) are equivalent to the
nonparametric results in Fig. 3. Horizontal bands (dashed
lines) correspond to 90% (1-σ) credible regions from PREX-
II [21] (R

208Pb
skin ; pink) and the electric dipole polarizabil-

ity [8] (α
208Pb
D ; orange). When translating experimental data

to their correlated properties in this figure (e.g., horizontal
α

208Pb
D bands for L and R

208Pb
skin ), we employ our uncertainty

relations in the theoretical correlations (Eqs. (24) and (25),
assuming S0 = 32.5 MeV for the latter).
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Figure 5. Probability of PREX-II disagreeing with poste-
riors conditioned on χEFT up to pmax by at least the mea-
sured difference given experimental uncertainties (p-values,
solid lines). We also show the p-values for a hypothetical
experiment producing the same mean as PREX-II with half
the uncertainty (dashed lines). Results are given for nonpara-
metric Astro-only posteriors (black horizontal lines), χEFT-
marginalized (blue), QMC

(2016)

N2LO
(yellow), MBPT

(2010)
mixed (or-

ange), MBPT
(2013)

N3LO
(purple), and MBPT

(2019)

N3LO
(red).

inform our knowledge of L and R
208Pb
skin to some degree,433

but they do not add further information about α
208Pb
D434

because S0 is not strongly constrained. When we addi-435

tionally condition on the recent PREX-II result, uncer-436

tainties remain large, but the posteriors for L and R
208Pb
skin437

are pushed to higher values. Alternatively, condition-438

ing instead on the α
208Pb
D measurement, the posteriors439

for L and R
208Pb
skin agree very well with the Astro-only440

result, highlighting the consistency of this experiment441

and neutron-star observations; see also Table I. In this442

case, as expected, the posterior for α
208Pb
D is much nar-443

rower. Conditioning on astrophysical observations and444

both PREX-II and α
208Pb
D produces posteriors for L and445

R
208Pb
skin similar to those obtained by only conditioning on446

astrophysical observations and PREX-II because there447

is enough additional freedom in S0 to accomodate the448

α
208Pb
D measurements for almost any L (see also Fig. 9).449

When conditioning the priors on χEFT constraints450

to higher densities, all posteriors start to overlap more.451

They agree with each other very closely if we condition452

up to n0, where the χEFT constraints dominate. In this453

case, the tension of our process with the PREX-II re-454

sults is maximized but nonetheless remains mild due to455

the large PREX-II uncertainties. On the other hand, the456
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Figure 6. Bayes factors between priors conditioned on
χEFT calculations up to different pmax vs. the priors not
conditioned on χEFT at all for (top) astrophysical data, (mid-
dle) Astro+α

208Pb
D , and (bottom) Astro+PREX-II data. We

show results for the χEFT-marginalized calculations (blue)
as well as the QMC

(2016)

N2LO
(yellow), MBPT

(2010)
mixed (orange),

MBPT
(2013)

N3LO
(purple), and MBPT

(2019)

N3LO
(red) calculations sep-

arately.
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Figure 7. Bayes factors between priors conditioned on
χEFT vs. priors not conditioned on χEFT at all for different
nuclear data when we first condition on the astrophysical ob-
servations (include them as part of the prior). We show the
result for (top) α

208Pb
D and (bottom) PREX-II data.

agreement with the α
208Pb
D result improves the more we457

trust the χEFT constraints.458

Figure 5 shows how the probability (p-value) that the459

true R
208Pb
skin differs from the PREX-II mean at least as460

much as the Astro+χEFT posterior suggests, given the461

uncertainty in PREX-II’s measurement. The p-values de-462

crease as we trust χEFT up to higher densities, and we463

estimate a p-value of 12.3% when trusting χEFT up to464

n ∼ n0 (c.f., 25.3% for the nonparametric Astro-only pos-465

terior). However, if a hypothetical experiment confirmed466

the PREX-II mean value with half the uncertainty, this467

p-value would be reduced to 0.6%. In fact, a hypotheti-468

cal R
208Pb
skin measurement with half the uncertainty has a469

smaller p-value under the nonparametric Astro-only pos-470

terior than the χEFT-marginalized posterior has with the471

current R
208Pb
skin measurement uncertainties.472
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Prior Astro Posterior Astro+PREX-II Posterior

Figure 8. Median and 90% symmetric credible regions for the prior (left), Astro-only posterior (middle), and Astro+PREX-II
posterior (right) for all EOS and all values of L (green), EOS with 30 MeV < L < 70 MeV (hatched blue), and EOS with
100 MeV < L (purple). The main effect of the PREX-II data is to rule out some of the very soft EOS at low densities
(L . 30 MeV).

To investigate this further, we compute Bayes fac-473

tors between the processes conditioned on χEFT up474

to various pressures vs. processes not conditioned on475

χEFT at all (Figs. 6 and 7) for different sets of data:476

Astro-only, Astro+α
208Pb
D , and Astro+PREX-II (Fig. 6)477

and when astrophysical data is already included in the478

prior (Fig. 7). In addition to the posteriors marginal-479

ized over all four χEFT results, we also show the480

Bayes factors for the individual QMC
(2016)
N2LO , MBPT

(2010)
mixed ,481

MBPT
(2013)
N3LO , and MBPT

(2019)
N3LO results. These Bayes fac-482

tors quantify the relative likelihood of obtaining the ob-483

served data under different models, specifically whether484

χEFT=informed priors are more (Btheoryagnostic > 1) or less485

(Btheoryagnostic < 1) likely to have produced the observed data486

compared to our completely nonparametric prior.487

Considering only astrophysical data, we find that488

χEFT is preferred over the theory-agnostic result up to489

at least nuclear saturation density. This is also true for490

the individual calculations, although we find that the491

Bayes factor in favor of MBPT
(2013)
N3LO and MBPT

(2019)
N3LO are492

a factor of two larger than for QMC
(2016)
N2LO . This493

agrees with previous results [61] and could be associ-494

ated with the higher-order χEFT interactions included in495

MBPT
(2013)
N3LO and MBPT

(2019)
N3LO that tend to increase the496

pressure and are not included in QMC
(2016)
N2LO . It could also497

be associated with the different regularization schemes498

employed in these calculations. However, this preference499

may be due to different widths of the theoretical uncer-500

tainty bands within different χEFT calculations. These501

Bayes factors are likely driven partly by Occam factors502

where a wider prior is penalized even though all models503

may achieve similar maximum likelihoods. For example,504

χEFT yields a narrower prior which penalizes the free-505

dom in the nonparametric model without χEFT. Sim-506

ilarly, the MBPT
(2013)
N3LO and MBPT

(2019)
N3LO priors predict507

higher median pressures with smaller uncertainties than508

QMC
(2016)
N2LO , and both effects will tend to increase the rel-509

ative Bayes factor. We also find that the astrophysi-510

cal observations can only distinguish between individual511

χEFT calculations if we trust them up to & 0.75n0.512

When additionally including α
208Pb
D , the Bayes fac-513

tors in favor of χEFT increase by a factor of two. In514
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contrast, including the PREX-II information decreases515

the Bayes factors by a factor of . 2. Figure 7 shows516

this behavior explicitly by first conditioning on the as-517

trophysical observations, thereby isolating the new in-518

formation obtained from the inclusion of each nuclear519

experiment. Nonetheless, in all cases, models condi-520

tioned on χEFT information are favored when we con-521

sider all nuclear experiments and astrophysical observa-522

tions simultaneously (i.e., Bayes factors remain larger523

than 1 in Fig. 6). We find that the Bayes factors are524

largest for MBPT
(2013)
N3LO and MBPT

(2019)
N3LO and smallest for525

QMC
(2016)
N2LO . Again, this is likely due to a combination of526

high-order interactions only present in some calculations,527

choices of the regulator scheme, and the widths of prior528

uncertainty bands.529

Given the mild tension between the PREX-II value for530

R
208Pb
skin and that inferred from the astrophysical inference531

with χEFT information, we investigate what kind of EOS532

behavior is required to satisfy both the PREX-II and as-533

trophysical constraints. In Fig. 8, we show the pressure534

and the speed of sound cs as a function of density for the535

nonparametric process conditioned only on astrophysical536

data for all values of L, for 30MeV < L ≤ 70MeV, and537

for L > 100MeV. Note that this is a stricter requirement538

than the nominal PREX-II observations suggest at 1-σ.539

We find that the speed of sound generally increases with540

density. However, if we assume L > 100 MeV, we find541

a local maximum in the median cs(n) just below n0, al-542

though the uncertainties in cs are large. The reason for543

this feature is that EOSs that are stiff at low densities544

(large L) need to soften beyond n0 to remain consistent545

with astrophysical data (small tidal deformabilities from546

GWs). Should the PREX-II constraints be confirmed547

with smaller uncertainty in the future, this might favor548

the existence of a phase transition between 1–2n0. How-549

ever, given current uncertainties, there is no strong pref-550

erence for such exotic EOS phenomenology based on the551

data.552

Finally, we can ask what would happen to our uncer-553

tainty in S0 and L if a series of hypothetical future ex-554

periments confirmed the mean of R
208Pb
skin from PREX-II555

but with smaller uncertainties. In Fig. 5, we already556

showed the p-values for such a case, which highlight the557

increased tension with χEFT calculations. In Fig. 9, we558

show the joint posteriors on S0 and L with the current559

PREX-II uncertainty, half the current uncertainty, and560

with a perfect R
208Pb
skin measurement with vanishing un-561

certainty, where the remaining uncertainty in L is due562

purely to the uncertainty in the theoretical correlation in563

Eq. (24). An increased hypothetical precision for R
208Pb
skin564

could change our knowledge of L dramatically, possi-565

bly rendering it incompatible with the χEFT predictions566

when using Eq. (24). However, although the nonpara-567

metric Astro+PREX-II posteriors shift compared to the568

Astro-only posteriors, we never find any significant dis-569

agreement. Indeed, the width of our posterior for S0 is570

nearly unchanged, even if we assume vanishingly small571
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Figure 9. Correlations between S0 and L when we model
the PREX-II estimate with different uncertainties: (top)
the actual measurement uncertainty, (middle) a hypothet-
ical measurement with half the PREX-II uncertainty, and
(bottom) a hypothetical measurement with vanishingly small
uncertainty for R

208Pb
skin . We show the nonparametric prior

(unshaded yellow), Astro-only posterior (unshaded green),
and Astro+PREX-II posterior (shaded red) as well as the
χEFT-marginalized Astro-only posterior (unshaded blue) and
Astro+PREX-II posterior (shaded light blue). As in Fig. 3,
(pink) shaded vertical bands represent (real and hypotheti-
cal) PREX-II 90% credible regions and dashed lines show the
1-σ credible regions uncertainty. Improved measurements of
R

208Pb
skin are still consistent with a wide range of S0 within the

nonparametric inference.

measurement uncertainty for R
208Pb
skin . This is another572

demonstration that current astrophysical data from NSs573

in the observed mass range cannot strongly constrain nu-574

clear interactions around n0 without further assumptions575

about the EOS. The agnostic priors do not closely follow576

any particular theory (which would generically predict577
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Figure 10. Correlations of R
208Pb
skin and the radii of NSs with

M=1.0, 1.4, and 1.8 M� with L. Colors and shading match
those in Fig. 9.

stronger correlations between S0 and L).578

C. Comparisons between PREX-II, χEFT, and579

Astrophysical Data for NS Observables580

Having shown that current strophysical observations581

of NSs carry only limited information about densities582

below nuclear saturation, we demonstrate that the in-583

verse is true as well. Improved measurements of R
208Pb
skin ,584

or even hypothetical direct measurements of L, will not585

significantly improve our knowledge of the macroscopic586

properties of NSs with masses of & 1.2M�, without ad-587

ditional theory input for the EOS. Fundamentally, this588

is because the central densities of astrophysical NSs are589

above 2n0 (see Ref. [60] for a recent inference of the rela-590

tion between NS masses and central densities), while the591
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Figure 11. Pearson correlation coefficients between L and
R(M) for marginalized χEFT results (blue circles, solid lines)
and QMC

(2016)

N2LO
(yellow squares, dashed lies). In order from

lightest to darkest lines (top to bottom), we plot the correla-
tion between L and R(1.0M�), R(1.4M�), and R(1.8M�).

neutron-skin thickness and the symmetry energy param-592

eters describe matter around n0. Constraints at nuclear593

saturation density, then, must be extrapolated to higher594

densities to inform the properties of NSs. In the non-595

parametric priors used here, there is enough freedom that596

such extrapolations only introduce weak correlations be-597

tween L and, e.g., the radius of NSs. Strong correlations,598

like those in Ref. [22], thus also depend on the model599

used to describe the EOS above nuclear densities.600

We summarize the impact of currentR
208Pb
skin constraints601

from PREX-II on NSs observables in Fig. 10. As in602

Figs. 4 and 9, we see that the PREX-II observations do603

increase the inferred value of L when we do not con-604

dition on χEFT. However, this translates only into a605

modest shift in the radius of 1.0M� stars (R1.0) and vir-606

tually no change for the radii of 1.4 or 1.8M� stars (R1.4607

and R1.8, respectively) when we condition on existing608

astrophysical data. While we observe correlations be-609

tween L and R(M) a priori, these are intrinsically broad610

(broader than is often assumed [12] and not one-to-one)611

and weaken for NSs with higher masses. These broad cor-612

relations are loose enough that astrophysical observations613

are able to constrain the NS properties while remaining614

consistent with a wide range of L values. We find this615

behavior also in our processes which are conditioned on616

χEFT calculations up to n0.617

We also consider whether the inclusion of nuclear the-618

ory predictions up to higher densities induces stronger619

correlations between L and R(M) in Fig. 11. Specif-620

ically, we show the Pearson correlation coefficient be-621
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Figure 12. Correlations between (left) R1.4, (right) Λ1.4 and L when we model the PREX-II measurement with different
uncertainties: the actual measurement uncertainty (top), a hypothetical measurement with half the PREX-II uncertainty
(middle), and a hypothetical measurement with vanishingly small uncertainty for R

208Pb
skin (bottom). Colors and shading match

those in Fig. 9. We see that even a perfect measurement of R
208Pb
skin does not significantly alter our knowledge of the macroscopic

properties of typical astrophysical NSs within the nonparametric inference.

tween L and R(M) under the Astro-only posteriors as622

a function of the maximum density up to which we trust623

χEFT. Generally, we see an increase in the correlation624

as we trust χEFT up to higher densities, as expected,625

although the rate of increase slows at higher densities626

(& 1.3n0) for the QMC
(2016)
N2LO calculation. This is likely627

due to the increase of the theoretical uncertainty band628

from QMC
(2016)
N2LO with density, and therefore conditioning629

on this theoretical prediction imposes a looser constraint.630

Taken to an extreme (high pmax and small theoretical un-631

certainties), one sees how trusting a particular theoreti-632

cal extrapolation to high densities will introduce a strong633

correlation between L and R(M). However, we note that634

the theoretical uncertainties in current χEFT calcula-635

tions naturally limit the strength of such correlations,636

reaching a maximum correlation coefficient of only ' 0.5637

between L and R1.4, even when we trust QMC
(2016)
N2LO up to638

> 1.8n0. This may be refined with improved nuclear the-639

ory calculations at higher densities. As expected, the cor-640

relation with L is weaker for heavier NSs, see for R1.8 in641

Figs. 10 and 11, which is why the recent NICER+XMM642

observations of J0740+662 (M = 2.08±0.07M�) [57, 58]643

will not constrain the EOS substanially at n0.644

Fig. 12 further demonstrates that improved constraints645

on L will only significantly change our knowledge of R1.4646

with improved nuclear theory calculations to higher den-647

sities (Fig. 12 trusts χEFT up to n0). Figure 12 demon-648

strates this explicitly, where χEFT input is used only up649

to n0. Similar to Fig. 9, we present current constraints on650

R
208Pb
skin along with hypothetical measurements with half651

the uncertainty and with vanishingly small uncertainty652

for R
208Pb
skin . Again, while our knowledge of L improves653

with better measurements of R
208Pb
skin , the inferred poste-654

riors for R1.4 and Λ1.4 are nearly unaffected.1 In fact,655

L seems to be particularly uncorrelated with Λ1.4 within656

1 Reference [73] finds that improved measurements of R
208Pb
skin can

reduce the uncertainty in R1.4. We attribute the apparent im-
provement to correlations introduced by modeling choices made
in Ref. [73] (e.g., the extent of the “low-density” nuclear parame-
terization and the polytropic extension to higher densities) that
are not introduced within our nonparametric analysis. As else-
where (e.g., [22]), reduced uncertainty in NS observables from
improved measurements at densities at or below nuclear satura-
tion are contingent upon specific model assumptions that may
not be correct.
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nonparametric extensions, implying that even a perfect657

measurement of R
208Pb
skin additionally requires reliable nu-658

clear theory calculations to higher densities to impact our659

expectations for future GW observations.660

V. FURTHER DISCUSSION661

Finally, we discuss possible future areas of improve-662

ment and their expected impact, from the assumptions663

made about the crust EOS, the different neutron mat-664

ter calculations, translations from pure neutron matter665

to matter in β-equilibrium, and the likelihood modeling.666

We also briefly discuss additional experimental probes of667

R
208Pb
skin .668

Although we follow the uncertainty of individual669

χEFT calculations down to very low densities n ≤ 0.3n0,670

we match all EOS draws to a single BPS crust model [37]671

below that. Previous work suggested that the uncer-672

tainty in the crust at densities below ' 1014g/cm3 =673

0.36n0 can lead to a ≤ 0.3 km change in the radii of typ-674

ical NSs [74]. This effect is smaller than our current un-675

certainty in, e.g., R1.4 at the 90% level (12.39+1.02
−1.46 km),676

but it may not be negligible. However, our results are677

qualitatively and quantitatively similar to the results of678

Ref. [61], which used χEFT uncertainties down to sim-679

ilarly low densities but connected to a different crust680

model (SLy [75]), as well as Refs. [26, 38], which di-681

rectly marginalized over 3 different crust EOSs (from682

SLy, ENG [76] and HQC18 [77]). Therefore, any uncer-683

tainty within the crust model appears to have a minimal684

impact on our results.685

In our work, we explore 4 different χEFT calculations.686

These explore χEFT interactions at different orders, em-687

ploy different local and nonlocal regularization schemes,688

and use different many-body methods for the calculation689

of neutron matter. The PNM results are then extended690

to matter in β-equilibrium, containing a small fraction691

of protons and electrons around saturation densities. We692

emphasize here that for our inference of nuclear matter693

properties, we focus on densities around n0. This enables694

the use of expansions around the empirical saturation695

point. These expansions need to be truncated, but this696

approximation has a negligible effect for the density ex-697

pansion, again due to the focus on properties at or around698

n0. In the asymmetry expansion, the truncated higher-699

order terms beyond O(x2) are estimated to be sub-MeV700

corrections around n0, and can be safely neglected given701

current EOS uncertainties [65, 66]. Nonetheless, this702

could be improved by future calculations of asymmetric703

matter around saturation density.704

We also note that several approaches to neutron mat-705

ter calculations and their associated uncertainties exist706

(see, e.g., discussion in Ref. [78]). Our goal in this work707

was to span a range of different χEFT calculations in-708

stead of attempting to quantify the errors or term-by-709

term convergence within each individual calculation; thus710

our choice to marginalize over separate χEFT estimates.711

As such, we took the “best” constraint from each calcu-712

lation instead of, e.g., considering multiple orders within713

the same calculation (as, e.g., in Ref. [79]). While our714

marginalization renders our conclusions robust and tends715

to emphasize general trends, future work searching for as-716

trophysical evidence for, e.g. the breakdown scale within717

χEFT calculations, will benefit from explicitly checking718

term-by-term convergence within individual calculations719

against astrophysical data and further exploring the ef-720

fects of regulator artefacts.721

While our results suggest that higher-order chi-722

ral interactions might be important (compare N2LO723

QMC
(2016)
N2LO calculations with all other calculations that724

employ some N3LO contributions) and that locally reg-725

ularized interactions are less favored (again, compare726

QMC
(2016)
N2LO to other calculations) we stress that all727

χEFT calculations are consistent with each other and728

that our conclusions about consistency with nuclear ex-729

periment and astrophysical observations apply equally to730

all four χEFT calculations. This highlights the robust-731

ness of our findings.732

Additionally, one may be concerned with the single-733

event likelihood models constructed within our hierar-734

chical inference. We use optimized Gaussian KDEs (see735

Sec. IIA), which have previously been shown to robustly736

model the associated likelihoods (see, e.g., discussion737

within Ref. [26]). Indeed, while KDEs are known to be bi-738

ased approximations to probability densities, these effects739

are small given the current sample sizes available within740

public posterior samples for each astrophysical observa-741

tion we consider. As Ref. [26] discussed, we primarily742

expect these to impact our estimate of the evidence that743

a particular object was a BH rather than a NS (due to744

the sharp boundary at Λ = 0 within GW likelihoods).745

We do not consider such an inference here, and there-746

fore expect our KDE models to suffice for the task at747

hand. Similar to Refs. [25, 26], we also confirm that we748

retain large effective numbers of samples throughout all749

stages of our Monte Carlo inference scheme (typically,750

& O(104) effective EOS samples for our nonparamet-751

ric and χEFT-marginalized results). Nevertheless, it is752

worth noting that other approaches to modeling single-753

event likelihoods exist in the literature (e.g., Ref. [80])754

which may be of increasing importance with larger num-755

bers of astrophysical observations.756

Similarly, marginal likelihoods from astrophysical ob-757

servations implicitly depend on the mass distributions758

assumed. Although the impact of our current assump-759

tions is expected to be small for the existing set of events,760

larger sample sizes may require simultaneous inference of761

the NS mass distribution and the EOS, e.g. [81, 82].762

Finally, in addition to the approach using weak probes763

employed by PREX, and the strong correlation with764

the dipole polarizability from (p, p′) scattering, there765

are other experiments sensitive to R
208Pb
skin that rely on766

strong probes, see, e.g., the reviews [83] and [2]. While767

here we have focused on the recent PREX result, and768
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also explored α
208Pb
D due to its well studied strong cor-769

relation with R
208Pb
skin , we note that many of the mea-770

surements of R
208Pb
skin that employ strong probes tend to771

agree more closely with our χEFT priors, similar to the772

α
208Pb
D results we consider. For example, Ref. [84] esti-773

mates R
208Pb
skin = 0.15 ± 0.03 (stat.)+0.01

−0.03 (sys.) fm based774

on coherent pion production, and Ref. [85] estimates775

0.15 ± 0.02 (stat.) fm based on analyses of antiprotonic776

atoms. While we do not explicitly consider these in our777

analysis because of the difficulty in estimating the as-778

sociated model systematics, future analyses may include779

them if the model dependence implicit within the exper-780

imental results is better understood.781

VI. SUMMARY782

In summary, we used nonparametric EOS inference to783

constrain the symmetry energy, its density dependence,784

and R
208Pb
skin directly from astrophysical data, leading to785

S0 = 35.1+11.6
−8.9 MeV, L = 58+61

−56 MeV, and R
208Pb
skin =786

0.19+0.12
−0.11 fm. Folding in χEFT constraints reduces these787

ranges to S0 = 32.7+1.9
−1.8 MeV, L = 49+14

−15 MeV, and788

R
208Pb
skin = 0.17+0.04

−0.04 fm. While these results prefer values789

below the ones that PREX-II recently reported [21, 22],790

the PREX-II uncertainties are still broad and any tension791

is very mild. Furthermore, our findings are in good agree-792

ment with other nuclear physics information. Our analy-793

sis suggests that a future measurement of R
208Pb
skin with an794

uncertainty of ±0.04 fm (a factor of ' 2 smaller than the795

current uncertainty) could challenge current χEFT cal-796

culations, although the tension with astrophysical data797

would still be relatively mild (p-value of 11.5%). How-798

ever, we also note that the formation of light clusters at799

the surface of heavy nuclei could affect the extracted L800

value [86].801

Finally, our results demonstrate that the correlation802

between R1.4 and L (or R
208Pb
skin ) is looser than suggested803

by analyses based on a specific class of EOS models.804

In fact, even a hypothetically perfect measurements of805

R
208Pb
skin will not strongly impact our knowledge of the ra-806

dius and tidal deformability of 1.4M� NSs when using807

nonparametric EOS representations. The inverse is also808

true for such EOSs: observations of NSs at astrophysi-809

cally relevant masses will carry only limited information810

about nuclear interactions at or below nuclear saturation811

density. Extrapolating neutron-skin thickness measure-812

ments to NS scales thus requires a careful treatment of813

systematic EOS model uncertainties to distinguish im-814

plicit modeling assumptions from the data’s impact. In815

particular, we find that the PREX-II data does not re-816

quire NSs to have large radii. However, if the high L817

values of PREX-II persist, this may suggest a peak in818

the sound speed around saturation density in order to819

accommodate both the moderate radii inferred from as-820

trophysical data and the large L observed in terrestrial821

experiments. Although tantalizing, it remains to be seen822

whether astrophysical observations of low-mass NSs or823

future nuclear experiments will bear this out.824

Finally, we note that a confirmation of high values for825

S0 and L implied by the central PREX-II results would826

challenge all available microscopic models for nuclear in-827

teractions (see, e.g., Refs. [1, 3, 70, 78]). This affects both828

phenomenological two- and three-nucleon potentials as829

well as interactions derived from χEFT, and would re-830

quire a significant increase of the repulsion between neu-831

trons at densities of the order of n0. This would have832

direct implications for studies of the structure of medium-833

mass to heavy nuclei.834
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